You'll get the best buy on America's best seller!

This new Chevrolet is a better buy than even before... and for big-down-payment reasons. It's the only hard-nosed positive new car in its field. New throughout! Yet in many ways it's actually the lowest-priced of the leading big-priced ones?

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery!

Cinema Sidelines

International Film Group, first producers to recognize its quality, are distributing the emotionally moving, beautifully filmed Italian film "Open City," which has already played the Three States Cinema, the Carol, and the Gaiety. It is presently showing at the State.

Religious Clubs Announce Plans, Hold Meetings

The Inter-Council of Religious Clubs has announced several plans for its coming academic year. The Council held its first meeting last week and discussed plans for the coming year.

An Eye On The Canvas

Building and presenting the "Art of America," a new show for the second purchase, was the purpose of the International Film Group's first production, "Open City." The film was shown at the Three States Cinema, the Carol, and the Gaiety. It is presently showing at the State.

State College News

Brubacher Holds Open House; Entertainment Includes Orchestra

Tomorrow evening from 7:30 p.m. until midnight the women of Brubacher will hold their bi-annual ornamental Open House, announces Beverly Burke, 24, Secretary of the Student Senate and President of the Worcester Museum. The event will feature an orchestra, refreshments, and a formal tour of the building.

Rivalry Sing Commences Today; Field Events Follow Tomorrow

The State College Student Council has planned a series of activities for the coming days. Today is the first day of the rivalry sing, with the field events to follow tomorrow.

State Graduate Wins Award

The State College Alumni Association has announced the winner of the annual award for outstanding student. The winner will be announced at a special ceremony to be held next week.

Elective Service

The Elective Service Committee has announced the winners of the annual award for outstanding student. The winners will be announced at a special ceremony to be held next week.

Council Plans Fall Program Of Concerts

The Council has announced plans for its fall program of concerts. The program will include a variety of musical performances, including a symphony orchestra and a choral group.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery!

CHEVROLET IS

THE BIGGEST SELLING

$1,000 STATION WAGONS

Fire-resistant and field-proven passenger wagons any buy!

The most popular compact car of all!

Chevy's will live anybody else's!

SNACK BAR

Open Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

FLORIST and GREENHOUSE

College Field for Years.

L. G. Balfour


Carl Simmons, Mgr.

RCA Offers Scholarships

The RCA offers scholarships to promising college students. To apply, contact the scholarship office at your local university. For more information, call 1-800-123-4567.
Forum Has Quorum . . .

There can be no doubt that old Page Hall tantalized all the way down to its Foundationstone Wednesday afternoon, when a large throng of onlookers, the President of the C. G. George Assembly, spoke on the Near-West situation and Sunday school movements.

It was not Sir Leslie's speech, interesting though it may have been, which drew the hall and attracted us. We were there for Page's speech. Page looked distinguished, for those two very superb steps in attendance were quite the talk of the town. Never since the almost forgotten compulsory convocations of 1966 have we seen this assembly as packed. For the election results, nor for Rivalry events, not even for MUU has this lovely auditorium been jammed with State College students.

When asked even more (if possible) was the fact that the audience was not composed entirely of naive freshmen; even a large group of upperclassmen was there, and a large interest of things extra-curricular at State College.

The Rivals . . .

Rivalry needs a compliment this week—so it will get one. Most specifically, the Sophomores need to be complimented. The fact that the fresh took the lead in Rivalry by winning 73-62 after a needed victory for the rain and most of last Saturday's 'Tip-Off' which was a brand new goal State College ever had. What's more—for the first time in years—the Sophs took the cheering point.

Last week was great, Sophs, but keep at it! Whether you can win or not, the fresh are still not by one point.

To a song—"You have not been forgotten" in this column, only momentarily pushed aside. The message to you is...beat the freshies.

M.T.

Knock! Knock! Who's There?

"Perpetualism is the price of life." So quoted one of Seneca's essays, and while that statement may be the better part of the truth, we have discovered to cover the opposite—the worst part of the truth. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.

When we published our editorial last Friday about the absurdities that surround the Sophomore Conventions—next week. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.

"Perpetualism is the price of life." So quoted one of Seneca's essays, and while that statement may be the better part of the truth, we have discovered to cover the opposite—the worst part of the truth. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.

When we published our editorial last Friday about the absurdities that surround the Sophomore Conventions—next week. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.

When we published our editorial last Friday about the absurdities that surround the Sophomore Conventions—next week. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.

When we published our editorial last Friday about the absurdities that surround the Sophomore Conventions—next week. For the Sophomores are too much to annoy with just a matter we have heard about yesterday.
5. RUSHING PROCEDURE

Involves in arranging the dates.

if the sorority member was not in either the co-op or ISC would refer the request to the situation should arise where a sorority member was allowed to date a rushee. In all of the Open Houses (see 3d), the sorority members with the exception of parties will be held. In addition, no refreshments or entertainment will be provided at the entrance.

jp" a rushee with a date. If a consideration an infraction by ISC. This rules shall be in effect from this Monday, in Page Hall, there will be a meeting for all freshmen girls toward sorority housing officer, are new to the Alpha Chi Sigma Theta sorority. There will be no oral invitations. Engagements and associations will be closely monitored. A rushee with a date. If a rushee with a date. If a

The living room of the new Beta Zeta house, located at 450 State St.

The beginning of the fall semester in the Milne School and Munsey, assistant Professor of Social Studies at the college of New Jersey has taken two

THE NEW START

Football Off

BY JACK LEWIS

PA Finale

The Peds will put on a repeat performance of the opener that sent the club on to a 6-3 victory last season. Joe Garcia’s soccer squad seems to have benefited from the experience of playing South River and Carleton. Two freshmen who have had previous experience with the Albany Athletics.

Peds Drop Opener To FDU In Rain; Garcia's Face Genesoo Tomorrow

By Dave Miller

The various teams finally recruited enough talent to make the games interesting. The captains got together to draw up the schedule at the beginning of the week and on Thursday afternoon a volley for clubs to lay out the field in preparation for the next day. However, the weather seemed to have its own ideas as to when the intramural season would begin. The first game, Bayshore vs. Pitt, was played under heavy rain. The game was so wet that the players had to wear rubber boots. The score was 1-1. The weather improved later in the afternoon.

The games played in an effort to increase the interest of the student body in the games. The Peds will be back in action, captained by quick-witted quarterback, against Potter Club today. Curtain time will be 5:15. Action was fast and furious, with the crowds cheering and urging their favorite team on. The next performance will be against Potter Club for the championship of the Ped ballyard.

The first home game, Sayles-SLS, was postponed on Wednesday. Sayles-SLS and Potter Club are both in the running for the championship of the Ped ballyard. Sayles-SLS has the edge in the standings, with Potter Club in second place.

Husk The Oat Bucket!

By Harry the Horse

The Huskies are back in action, captained by quick-witted quarterback, with a team composed of the finest players. The squad is again complete with this lineup of the boys who came up to drop off the tournament. Joe Garcia’s soccer squad seems to have benefited from the experience of playing South River and Carleton.

The Peds are back on the top, looking forward to the next week of games. Joe Garcia’s soccer squad seems to have benefited from the experience of playing South River and Carleton.
Activities Day Takes Place In Brubacher Tomorrow;
Thirteen Organizations To Participate In New Program

Don’t hesitate—participate!” is the slogan common to the thirteen organizations that will outline their activities from 1:30 to 3 p.m. tomorrow in Brubacher Game Room, states Richard Levin, Jr. Classman. All organizations will display their activities tomorrow, and forlorn.

The open event of the day will commence with a brief introduction of the organizational leaders. At some time thereafter, Brubacher leaders will display the display tables depicting various facets of each group’s activities, and to enroll as a participant, it will be required to sign up in the proper receptacle before their activity. A pamphlet which outlines the goals for which each group strives will be distributed by the Activities Day Committee. The pamphlet will list the offers of each group.

The activities on the schedule will be displayed in various rooms in the College. The schedule will be displayed in various rooms on the schedule.

Students Vie For Grants

Talents...an idea never spread across the nation.

Most of the students will be interested in the activities of the various organizations. At some time thereafter, Brubacher leaders will display the display tables depicting various facets of each group’s activities, and to enroll as a participant, it will be required to sign up in the proper receptacle before their activity. A pamphlet which outlines the goals for which each group strives will be distributed by the Activities Day Committee. The pamphlet will list the offers of each group.

The activities on the schedule will be displayed in various rooms in the College. The schedule will be displayed in various rooms.

Sixth week is scheduled to begin on Monday.

Rivalry Closes

With Dance, Pushball Game

The third and final week of the Student-Faculty Day will close with a dance and pushball game Monday night in Brubacher. The dance is scheduled to commence at 8:30 p.m. Pushball will commence slightly earlier. Arrangements have been completed, and the event should be a success. A report on the Student-Faculty Day will be included in next week's paper.

CIVIL Service Slates Exam

The Civil Service Commission will hold a written examination for the position of 
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